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ABSTRACT 

ABSTRACT –Riverin Transport by Nigel Erskine 

The waterway network may not have rail track or asphalt defining its limits 

and extent, but navigable waterways are more like highways than an 

uncharted horizon. Like any broad system of different vehicles and 

destinations, the riverin transport systems cannot be summarized by only 

one or two images of ships. 

Today, the Marine Transport System  is key to global and multimodal 

transportation of energy resources, raw materials and bulk goods, 

manufactured products, and even people (through tourism and ferry 

transit). While land and air transportation is most familiar to the travelling 

public, the Marine Transport System is nearly invisible to the average 

person, who nonetheless benefits from its service. In its broadest sense, 

the marine transportation system is a network of specialized vessels, the 

ports they visit, and transportation infrastructure from factories to 

terminals to distribution centres to markets. In this regard, the marine 

transportation system depends upon the land-based modes for point-to-

point movement of goods and people. 

Riverin transport in the Caribbean region is crucial if we are to maximise 

on trade between territories. We are separated in most cases by large 

expanse of water, bridging these gaps would be expensive and call for 

innovated engineering methods. 

In light of this riverin transport must be seen as the necessary step to 

bridge the gap between the islands and allow for trade. 

The role of marine transportation in commerce and society today is often 

overlooked because of the public visibility of roads and rail. However, 

marine transportation in the 21st century is an integral, if sometimes less 

publicly visible, part of the global economy. In the United States, more 

than 95 percent of imports and exports are carried by ships (EC 2001; 

MARAD 2000). On a worldwide basis, some 35,000 oceangoing vessels 

move cargo more than 13 billion tonne-km, annually. International trade 

by water modes connects international trade with all modes of 

transportation in nearly every nation. In the United States, the Maritime 

Administration (MARAD) reports that waterborne commerce within the 
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United States moves cargo more than 2.1 billion tonne-km annually (see 

Figures 36.2 and 36.3). In the European Union, marine transportation 

moves more than 70 percent (by volume) of all cargo traded with the rest 

of the world; in the United States, more than 95 percent of imports and 

exports are carried by ships (EC 2001; MARAD 2000). 

Enhancing competitiveness within and among sectors is a very important 

for the development of any society. 

The riverin transport sector is a very important link with many other 

sectors such as Agricultural Sector, Mining Sector, Fishing Sector, Tourist 

Sector and Housing sector. 

The prices of commodities produced by other sectors such as agricultural 

products, minerals would be dependent to some extent on the riverin 

transport network. 

As we are aware the Caribbean region is separated primarily by the 

Atlantic Ocean. 

This constraint however should not be seen as a deterrent since it is 

possible to maximise on riverin transport among the Caribbean territories. 

So once the internal road transport network within the individual 

territories are adequate then goods and people can be transported easily 

from Jamaica to Barbadoes to Trinidad and other Caribbean islands. 

Policy actions must be set up to facilitate the transport of good such as for 

example raw materials from Guyana to Jamaica. 

Data Gaps in terms of the road transport needs must be determined  

Legislative changes should be made to facilitate riverin transport of good 

and services from territory to territory 
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1.0     CHAPTER 1.  Overview of the Regional Sector  

The Caribbean Regions comprises several islands. Several countries are 

members of Caricom.such as Guyana, Suriname and Belize. 

The other Caribbean islands include; 

• Antigua and Barbuda 

• St Lucia 

• Dominica 

• Barbados 

• St Vincent and the Grenadines 

• Grenada 

• Trinidad and Tobago 

• Dominican Republic 

• Jamaica 

 

Figure 1 Map of the Caribbean Region (Source Internet) 

In the 18th and early 19th centuries, sugar plantations in the Caribbean 

supported by the slave trade met high demand for the product from countries 

like Spain, Portugal, Britain, and the Netherlands. During an uprising in Jamaica 

in 1831, many sugar plantations were burned. Three years later, the British 

Parliament set forth the Emancipation Act which called for all British colonies of 

the West Indies to end slavery, although slaves were not actually emancipated 

until 1838.  

 

Once slavery was abolished and the sugar beet became part of European 

agriculture, the Caribbean sugar industry was neither able nor required to yield 

such high supply, and the islands' financial growth slowed considerably for more 

than a century. But that dry economic spell ended with the influx of tourism in 
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the 1990s. While sugar is still an agricultural export, the economy of the islands 

is not nearly as dependent on sugar production as it once was. 

  

The rise of tourism has sparked an indirect growth in many other domestic 

industries such as construction and many other service- and tourism-related 

enterprises. Aruba, for example, currently has five times the hotel capacity it 

had in 1985, and its construction trade is flourishing.  

 

The individual economies of the Caribbean islands are generally open to free 

trade. While their export bases are fairly limited, many islands are beginning to 

diversify their industries. Sugar, bananas, eggplant and flowers are exported 

from many islands and other crops are still grown exclusively for domestic use. 

The distillation of and large-scale export of rum, a well-known island product, 

takes place on most islands where sugarcane is grown.  

 

Offshore banking is also an important part of Caribbean commerce, particularly 

in The Bahamas and Aruba. St. Croix has one of the world's largest petroleum 

refinery facilities, as does Aruba. Mostly all of these industries, however, rank 

below tourism in profitability. In the U.S. Virgin Islands, for example, tourism 

provides 70 percent of the island's jobs and accounts for more than 70 percent 

of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP).  

 

Other islands supplement their tourism dollars as follows:  

 

 

Island(s) Major Export(s) 

 

Because most of the Caribbean's import-export business is with the United 

States and the majority of Caribbean tourists are U.S. citizens, the influence 

the U.S. economy has on the islands, economy is significant. So when the 

U.S. economy is in recession, investment ventures on the islands decline 

and fewer Americans travel, which negatively affects the primary industry of 
the region - tourism. To lessen the severity of such setbacks in the future, many 

islands of the Caribbean are beginning to expand their export base and privatize 

government-controlled industries.  
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Based on per capita income, the islands of the Caribbean are classified as 

middle-income countries except for Guyana and Haiti, which are classified as 

low-income countries. Mexico and the Dominican Republic have significant 

income bracket disparity with both low-income and high-income populations; in 

the Dominican Republic, the poorest half of the population receives less than 

one fifth of the Gross National Product (GNP) while the richest 10 percent 

benefits from nearly 40 percent of the national income.  

 

The Caribbean's tourism-driven economy is thriving. Many of the individual 

islands' governments face the challenge of increasing their economic 

independence while enjoying the benefits of economic partnerships.  

In an effort to stimulate the growth of their economy, some of the islands have 

followed the European Union's lead and formed economic alliances under a 

single currency. The Eastern Caribbean Currency Union, for instance, uses the 

Eastern Caribbean Dollar (EC$), and counts Antigua & Barbuda, Dominica, 

Grenada, St. Kitts & Nevis, St. Lucia, Montserrat, Anguilla, and St. Vincent & 

The Grenadines among its members.  

Because the Caribbean economy is so closely linked to the performance of the 

U.S. economy, the U.S. dollar is also widely accepted in the region. A few of the 

islands even have their own currencies fixed to the U.S. dollar at a constant 

exchange rate: One Bahamian dollar equals one U.S. dollar, for example, and 

two Barbadian dollars equal one U.S. dollar.  

1.1    Natural Resources 

By international standards, the nations of the Caribbean are not rich in natural 

resources. The resources that make significant contributions to domestic 

economies and regional job sectors include, but are not limited to: fisheries, 

bauxite, iron, nickel, petroleum and timber. It has been noted by some that the 

Caribbean’s most important resource is its tropical island setting, which has 

generated a unique tourism sector. The greatest concentrations of minerals 

most valuable on the international market are found in: Cuba, Jamaica, and 

Trinidad and Tobago. In fact, Cuba’s economic rebound in the early 1990s is 

often associated with increased production in tourism, oil, and nickel, spurred by 

foreign investment in these primary industries. However, it can be noted that a 

drop in international prices has since reduced Cuba’s earnings. Notably, most 

new resource expansion in Cuba has concentrated on petroleum deposits, 

including offshore fields. Jamaica’s bauxite and alumina industry are second only 

to Trinidad’s petroleum sector as the leading export within CARICOM. Jamaica’s 
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bauxite and alumina industry is dominated by North American firms, and hence 

these resources have traditionally been exported northwards. The leading 

Caribbean export comes from Trinidad and Tobago, which possesses substantial 

petroleum reserves, and is regarded as the richest country in terms of natural 

resources. As a result of this, Trinidad also maintains the regional role of 

producer of heavy industrial products, such as asphalt, ammonia, and iron. 

1.2    Agriculture 

Along with contributing to the Caribbean’s GDP, agriculture also contributes to 

domestic food supply, and provides employment. While agriculture is the major 

economic land-use activity in most Caribbean countries, agriculture accounts for 

less and less of most islands’ GDP. However, unlike many developed countries, 

this trend may be accounted for by a growing tertiary sector, as opposed to 

industrial growth (with the exception of Trinidad and Tobago, and Puerto Rico) 

1.3    Globalization: Challenges and Prospects 

While globalization in its modern context undoubtedly has changed the dynamic 

of Caribbean economics, it is worth noting that “the countries of the 

commonwealth have been passively integrated into the international economy 

for all of their modern history”. From foundations built on the plantation 

economy, the Caribbean economy has always involved reliance on one or 

several export sectors. While numerous attempts at market diversification have 

been made, the struggle to develop the political and economic infrastructure 

necessary to successfully respond to market fluctuations, and loss of 

competitiveness, in key export sectors remains a struggle. A recent example 

includes the dismantling of the Lome Convention, which provided Caribbean 

Banana exports preferential treatment from the EU, by the WTO in 1999. 

1.4     Definition, Scope and Coverage of the sector  

1.4.1 Definition of Riverin Transport 

The waterway network may not have rail track or asphalt defining its limits and 

extent, but navigable waterways are more like highways than an uncharted 

horizon. Like any broad system of different vehicles and destinations, the riverin 

transport systems cannot be summarized by only one or two images of ships. 
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Diversity in vessel technologies, national fleet ownership and registration, and 

concentration of trade activity all affect the way the MTS is managed by industry 

and regulated by government. 

This diversity is driven by trends in the transportation system toward increasing 

global trade in an era where governments and businesses are requiring greater 

transparency in the riverin transport systems to foster commerce and satisfy 

security and environmental objectives. 

The marine transportation system  as a primary mode of trade transportation is 

global in nature and is older than any other modern form of transportation 

except perhaps the dirt road. Before locomotives crossed the continents, 

shipping enabled long-distance exploration and trade. Before roads linked 

metropolitan centers on a global scale, major cities arose near coastlines to take 

advantage of marine transportation. And before people knew the earth was not 

flat, sailors used ships to trade with distant cultures as civilization (both western 

and eastern) used the Marine Transport System to explore and expand their 

horizons. 

Today, the Marine Transport System  is key to global and multimodal 

transportation of energy resources, raw materials and bulk goods, manufactured 

products, and even people (through tourism and ferry transit). While land and 

air transportation is most familiar to the traveling public, the Marine Transport 

System is nearly invisible to the average person, who nonetheless benefits from 

its service. In its broadest sense, the marine transportation system is a network 

of specialized vessels, the ports they visit, and transportation infrastructure 

from factories to terminals to distribution centers to markets. In this regard, the 

marine transportation system depends upon the landbased modes for point-to-

point movement of goods and people. 

For many commodities and trade routes, there is no direct substitute for 

waterborne commerce. (Air transportation has replaced most ocean liner 

passenger transportation, but it carries only a small fraction of the highest-value 

and lightest cargoes.) On other routes, such as some coastwise or short-sea 

shipping or within inland river systems, marine transportation may compete 

with roads and rail, depending upon cost, time, and infrastructure constraints. 

Other important marine transportation activities include passenger 

transportation (ferries and cruise ships), national defense (naval vessels), 
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fishing and resource extraction, and navigational services (vessel-assist tugs, 

harbor maintenance vessels, etc.). 

1.4.2 Scope and Coverage of the Riverin Transport Sector in the 

Caribbean Region 

Riverin transport in the Caribbean region is crucial if we are to maximise on 

trade between territories. We are separated in most cases by large expanse of 

water, bridging these gaps would be expensive and call for innovated 

engineering methods. 

In light of this riverin transport must be seen as the necessary step to bridge 

the gap between the islands and allow for trade. 

1.5    Brief Situational Analysis 

The role of marine transportation in commerce and society today is often 

overlooked because of the public visibility of roads and rail. However, marine 

transportation in the 21st century is an integral, if sometimes less publicly 

visible, part of the global economy. In the United States, more than 95 percent 

of imports and exports are carried by ships (EC 2001; MARAD 2000). On a 

worldwide basis, some 35,000 oceangoing vessels move cargo more than 13 

billion tonne-km, annually. International trade by water modes connects 

international trade with all modes of transportation in nearly every nation. In 

the United States, the Maritime Administration (MARAD) reports that 

waterborne commerce within the United States moves cargo more than 2.1 

billion tonne-km annually (see Figures 36.2 and 36.3). In the European Union, 

marine transportation moves more than 70 percent (by volume) of all cargo 

traded with the rest of the world; in the United States, more than 95 percent of 

imports and exports are carried by ships (EC 2001; MARAD 2000). 

The MTS provides two basic functions in the multimodal transportation system: 

first, the MTS is the only mode capable of efficiently transporting large volumes 

of high-density cargo between continents and therefore provides a necessary 

complement to other modes. This includes most of our energy resources (coal 

and oil), raw materials (ore, aggregate sands and stone), food products (grains, 

fruit, vegetables, and meat), and manufactured goods (machinery, shoes, 

apparel, furniture). (Air transportation provides higher-speed service, but it 

generally moves only small volumes of low-density, high-value cargoes like 

people, electronics, and last-minute surge deliveries of apparel or other goods.) 
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Second, the coastal waterway and inland river network enables the MTS to 

substitute in many areas for many land-based modes such as automobile, 

heavy-duty truck, and rail. This includes passenger ferry service as part of 

commuter networks in New York, Seattle, and San Francisco, inland river barges 

providing connections between rail and highway networks, and coastwise ships 

moving cargo between major trade centers. 

Marine transportation is connected with the other modes of transportation so 

intrinsically that some studies include the road and rail networks as part of the 

system to deliver marine cargoes. The U.S. Department of Transportation 

reported to Congress in 1999 that the MTS included ‘‘the network of railroads, 

roadways, and pipelines’’ (Slater and MTS 1999). In terms of the work 

performed—measured in tonne-km or ton-miles—the marine transportation 

system rivals the other modes. The relative share of cargo moved by water 

compared with truck and rail modes varies from year to year, but U.S. 

waterborne commerce represents between 22 and 24 percent of the total tonne-

km of cargo movements in recent years. Truck and rail modes in the United 

States each account for about 25 to 29 percent of annual cargo tonne-km. In 

Europe, waterborne commerce between nations (called shortsea shipping) 

accounts for nearly 41 percent of the goods transport market, compared to 44 

percent for trucking and only 8 percent for rail and 4 percent for inland rivers 

(EC 2001). 

One of the reasons that marine transportation moves so many tonne-km of 

cargo is cost efficiency. Choice of mode is a function of cost (shipping is usually 

cheaper), time (shipping is often slower), and other quality-of-service factors. 

Only pipelines move goods at lower average cost than shipping, because of their 

fixed capital and ability to move fluids (liquids and gases) with very low energy 

requirements. Bulk shipment of liquid and dry goods such as oil and grain costs 

about two to three times as much per tonne-km as pipelines, averaging 

between 2.5 and 3.5 cents per tonne-km, according to U.S. national 

transportation statistics (BTS 1996, 1998, 1999). These average costs are 

generally less than but similar to rail, whereas marine transportation of bulk 

goods can cost much less than trucking. Except for high-value containerized 

goods that are shipped intermodally, the cost per tonne-km for trucking can be 

more than an order of magnitude greater than the cost for marine 

transportation. 
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Of course, intermodal shipping of market-ready items can be more time-

sensitive than cost-sensitive, which makes the price (freight-rate) to ship a 

container by sea more similar to the price to ship a container by road or rail. 

These differences in the demand for cargo transportation that is low-cost, 

timely, and reliable are the primary determinants in modal choice. Another 

factor includes the volume of material required, where just-in-time (JIT) 

inventories may favor single container deliveries or even partial loads that 

trucks are best suited to move. However, when the distances are large and 

demand is high, water transportation is often the mode of choice. Examples 

include primary commodity flows where the market for goods is either 

dominated by a few closely located firms or other receivers with large demand 

for cargo (like crude oil destined for major port refineries in Texas, New York, 

and California) or consumer-ready commodities where the market is large and 

can be centrally supplied via ports on navigable waterways (such as East Coast 

markets for juice or fruit via the Port of Wilmington, Delaware, or for home 

furnishings via the Port of New York/New Jersey). 

For most transportation engineers, planners, and policy-makers, it is this 

intermodalism that demands attention. Where a transportation network can 

handle cargo in similar packets, the ability to transfer cargo between modes 

benefits from greater capacity, greater security, and greater speed. These 

characteristics enabled a relatively well-defined transportation infrastructure to 

accommodate much greater numbers of vehicles moving freight. In the next 

section, containerized vessel designs that facilitated this intermodal uniformity 

will be distrade and now accounts for over 70 percent of nonbulk ocean cargo. 

This shift to containerization accompanied the boom in global trade during the 

later part of the 20th century that is associated with increased wealth and 

consumption and also with increased road congestion and environmental 

problems. 

Regionally, passenger ferry service and local freight movements by barges or 

small vessels have become increasingly important to the marine transportation 

system. As automobile transportation and the construction of bridges and 

highways enabled greater personal mobility, many regions shifted away from 

ferry transportation. Similarly, as trucking became more efficient and subsidized 

highways made freight movement more cost-competitive, coastwise shipping 

declined. Today, road congestion in many regions exceeds infrastructure 

capacity, and adding highway lanes is not always a good choice. Building new 

bridges into New York City, for example, and adding parking garages if bridges 
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were added would require exorbitant costs and consume precious real estate. 

However, passenger ferry service across the waterfront business centers in New 

York, San Francisco, and other major cities provides a much more viable and 

attractive solution to congested passenger transportation. As a result, commuter 

ferry service has emerged in the United States as one of the fastest-growing 

domestic markets for marine transportation. Similar efforts are underway in 

Europe to increase overall transportation capacity through better integration of 

marine transportation with road and rail. Transportation planners and policy-

makers have begun advocating shortsea shipping, inland-river barge service, 

and passenger ferry transportation as a necessary part of a successful 

transportation network. 

2.0    CHAPTER 2. Policy Framework 

2.1    Is the environment conducive to the Development and Growth of 

the sector?  

The observation that investments in transportation infrastructure (including 

highways, rail, mass transit, ports and airports) generate accessibility, 

economic, environmental and social impacts, is hardly news for transportation 

economists and planners. Numerous studies have documented these impacts 

and, in general, have classified them as being adverse ones (e.g. air pollution, 

community displacement) or positive ones (e.g. job creation and economic 

growth). While it is generally agreed that improved accessibility should be the 

prime objective of transportation investments (Mohring, 1993), in many cases 

the presumed capability of a project to generate other positive impacts is 

regarded as the main motivation for undertaking the investment. Presently, in 

many countries, the alleged ability of transport infrastructure investment to 

enhance employment and promote economic development constitutes a major 

driving force behind governments’ propensity to allocate funds for such 

purposes. 

Use of the term ‘urban and regional development’ implies increase in the level of 

regional economic activity, mainly regional employment, output and income, 

and examine the conjectured impact of transport infrastructure development on 

regional economic growth. In particular, focus on several fundamental questions 

that underlie the potential association between infrastructure investment and 

urban and regional development. These are first, what is the structural 

mechanism which transforms infrastructure investment into economic growth? 
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Second, how can we model and measure effects from a public infrastructure 

investment at the urban and regional level? Third, for the purpose of carrying 

out a Cost Benefit Analysis (COBA) of a particular transportation investment, is 

it justifiable also to consider non-transport benefits, including local economic 

development?  

2.2    Human Resource Requirements  

The CSME rests on the notion of the Caribbean becoming a community of 

nations; a community which draws its vitality and purpose from the shared and 

common desire to rise above the debilitating aspects of a tortured past. It is 

intended to be a community whose building blocks are the bonds of shared and 

common values, a sense of kith and kin, and the anticipation of a common 

destiny that derives from our being one people with a unique and common 

culture. 

A community thus conceived must, of course, depend for much of its formal 

structure on the legal provisions embodied in its Treaties and Agreements, and 

the formal arrangements devised to support its systems of governance. 

It can only however have vitality and meaning if there are, at work, instruments 

of communications to enable a Caribbean rather than insular personality and 

identity to emerge and predominate, and to cause insular nationalism to give 

way to the pride of regional nationhood. 

The Caribbean region is endowed with a unique opportunity to use resources 

that are available in individual territories regionally. For example when there is a 

construction boom in Trinidad, human resources from Guyana, Barbados etc can 

be used. 

So there will be always human resources available that can be used throughout 

the Caribbean region. 

2.3    Access to and use of Technology and Innovations 

The absence or underdevelopment of the appropriate instruments of 

communication to bring the Caribbean together, as one, has deprived the 

endeavour to create a Single Caribbean market and economy of the sturdy 

foundation on which ideally it ought to rest. It must be rectified as a 

precondition for further progress. 
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The effort to integrate the Caribbean to a level as complex and comprehensive 

as that of a single economy also runs up against new socio-economic 

tendencies, perspectives and developments across the region that are not 

creating a climate that is conducive to progress. 

Lest that fifty years after the attainment of political independence, under-

achievement, a loss of confidence, cynicism and the willingness to accept the 

second best across a wide field of social, economic, cultural and political activity 

are fast becoming attributes that enjoy widespread currency in our region. 

Buffeted by economic crisis after economic crisis, some domestic economies are 

relatively less prosperous than they were 30 years ago. Others, faced with the 

loss of trade preferences teeter on the brink of collapse. Many are compelled to 

deal with basic, urgent issues relating to economic survival and solvency; 

attention therefore turns inward and to the immediate. Issues pertaining to 

regional restructuring take second place in such a context, especially if they 

bring with them new financial obligations that cash-strapped Governments are 

in no position to assume. Ironically, and as a consequence, the very set of 

economies that more urgently need to be integrated than any other set in the 

world, often find themselves unable to devote the energy and the resources to 

that task. 

In addition, few new icons of Caribbean excellence are emerging in any field. In 

cricket, it is as if our days of greatness and glory are behind us. There have 

been no Barbadian novelists or poets of late on the same plane of achievement 

as Lamming, Clarke or Brathwaite; no Caribbean economists of the ilk of Lewis 

or Beckford; no new cultural artistes of the vintage of Sparrow or Marley; in the 

regional public service no new legends of the status of Arthur Browne, Ramphal, 

Demas, McIntyre, Oliver Jackman, Steve Emtage. 

2.4    Legislative Framework 

In the Caribbean region the Legislative Framework for the various islands and 

countries may be different. In the future there must be harmonization of various 

legislation from territory to territory. 
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2.5     Financing the sector’s needs 

Commercial Banking Sector  

Financing for the expansion of the riverin transport sector can be obtained from 

the commercial banking sector in the Caribbean region. The expansion of the 

riverin network offers numerous opportunities for trade, transport and growth of 

the society. The commercial banking sector can seize the opportunity invest in 

the sector to increase profits for its customers. 

Venture Capital 

Financing for the riverin transport sector across the region can also be obtained 

from several ventures within the Caribbean and around the world. 

2.6   Incentives 

The riverin transport sector in the Caribbean can be bolstered by the fiscal 

support. 

2.7    Opportunities from Trade Agreements 

The riverin transport sector will benefit from opportunities made available from 

trade agreements. There will be more money available once trade is booming to 

facilitate road expansion  and linkages within territories and between other 

countries. 

2.8    Institutional Requirements 

   Government Structures  

Improving riverin transport in the Caribbean region requires support from the 

government in the respective territories. Riverin Transport must be seen as an 

important tool in the development of individual economies first. It is well know 

that the islands of the Caribbean are separated by water and it will be difficult to 

build bridges from island to island, however the road infrastructure up to the 

ports must be adequate so that the goods can then be transported by ships to 

the various islands. 
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Industry  

The industries in the Caribbean region are in some way dependent on riverin 

transport. Raw materials used by many industries need to be transported from 

their source to the factories where they are processed into finished goods. 

3.0    CHAPTER 3.  Cross-Sectoral Linkages 

Enhancing competitiveness within and among sectors is a very important for the 

development of any society. 

The riverin transport sector is a very important link with many other sectors 

such as Agricultural Sector, Mining Sector, Fishing Sector, Tourist Sector and 

Housing sector. 

The prices of commodities produced by other sectors such as agricultural 

products, minerals would be dependent to some extent on the riverin transport 

network. 

4.0     CHAPTER 4.  Constraints  

As we are aware the Caribbean region is separated primarily by the Atlantic 

Ocean. 

This constraint however should not be seen as a deterrent since it is possible to 

maximise on riverin transport among the Caribbean territories. So once the 

internal road transport network within the individual territories are adequate 

then goods and people can be transported easily from Jamaica to Barbadoes to 

Trinidad and other Caribbean islands. 

5.0     CHAPTER 5.  Recommendations  

• Policy actions must be set up to facilitate the transport of good such as 

for example raw materials from Guyana to Jamaica. 

• Data Gaps in terms of the road transport needs must be determined  

• Legislative changes should be made to facilitate riverin transport of good 

and services from territory to territory 
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